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B ritish Football League
Two club Accrington
Stanley are inviting
their fans to spend £20
on souvenir tickets for

a game which will never 
happen.

The League Two side blew
their chance of hosting Man-
chester United in the third
round of the FA Cup by losing to
Yeovil in their second-round re-
play. The match would have
been a lifeline for cash-strapped
Stanley which has now pro-
duced 250 commemorative
tickets to mark the club's FA
Cup run.

hoped Stanley would still get a
chance to play the 20-time
league winners. “We are speak-
ing to Manchester United and
we’re going to try to pull on
their heartstrings a bit and
hopefully those who buy the
tickets might actually see us
play them in the not too distant
future,” he said. 

The move has been met
with scepticism on online fo-
rums. One posted: “Bullseye
springs to mind... Let’s see what
you could have won. In reality,
it’s hardly an FA Cup run. We
entered round one and exited
round two.” AGENCIES

Chairman Peter Marsden
said the money would go to-
wards “strengthening the
squad” for the rest of the season.
Manager John Coleman said he

Brit football club to sell tickets for game that never was

Accrington Stanley 

ASIDE

QUOTE OF
THEDAY

Foreign military intervention in Libya is rejected. If we need any
military intervention, we will ask our Arab brothers

— Aqila Issa, Libyan parliamentary speaker, on refusing 
Western military intervention

T he fourth estate abounds with stories
about a doctor pharmaceutical nexus. Sev-
eral doctors have been called upon by the
Medical Council of India to explain why
they have received foreign trips as gifts.

They must also explain if these were given in lieu
of writing prescriptions. It is perfectly correct that
the medical councils are the apex body designated
not only to overview medical education, but also
to ensure a code of ethics is followed. They are en-
titled to take severe disciplinary action on doctors
who fall prey to such inducements. Every profes-
sion needs a body such as this; the way the bar
councils review the legal profession. The need for
enforcement of a code of ethics stems from the fact
that the general population needs to be protected
from the avarice and greed that such a nexus may
generate.

Iponder about the situation. There are several
doctors who attend educational conferences all
over the world. This keeps one up to date with in-
formation the world over. It may be argued that in
today’s times and age this could easily be obtained
over the internet. I totally agree, but the advan-
tage of attending such a conference is that one gets
a face-to-face experience with the presenting re-
searcher. This culminates in better understand-
ing, asking questions to the expert about similar
situations in India and sometimes even culminat-
ing in a research project between the expert and
the questioner. 

I remember at one such conference the speak-
er before me was talking about a disorder of blood
clotting in the veins of the leg. My colleagues and I
had recently published one of the early papers on
such an unusual case of clotting. As he left dais and
Iapproached it, I could not resist asking him ques-
tions and interacting with him. I learnt a lot in this
brief interlude much to the annoyance of the
waiting audience. If such a thing is funded by the
doctor on his own, I think he will have to work the
cost of his learning into his professional fees. This
does the general public much more disservice
than if a pharmaceutical company funded this ac-
tivity. I agree that there should be no quid pro quo;

that is the doctor prescribing the product of this
company in lieu of funding of activity. I think that
is what happens in many of the situations. No doc-
tor would prescribe a product from a company
that he would have no faith in. 

In fact when one of my colleagues had an an-
gioplasty he was advised by his operating cardiol-
ogist to take an anti clotting drug available from
abroad costing 10 times the price of the endoge-
nous product. I enquired with the operating car-
diologist about this and he told me that in his ex-
perience he had no failure rate with this product
compared with the endogenous product and so
my colleague took it for a year, as advised, before
he changed to the endogenous product. Now, the
question is: would this be classified as unethical by
the councils since the endogenous product is
available at a fraction of the price of the imported
one? What I fail to understand is if that is the situa-
tion, why doesn’t the government fix the price of
all products of a similar type to maintain unifor-
mity? When I ask this question to the pharma lob-
by they respond that the initial company which
gives birth to the drug spends enormously on re-
search and development, 19 to 20 medicines
made do not see the light of day. A report from re-
searchers of Tufts University estimate the cost of

inventing and developing a drug is 1 billion US
dollars. Naturally the parent company making
the drug will charge more that the copy cats who
follow. Doctors usually prescribe medications in
which they have faith and which they would use
for themselves and their families. The price factor
is not considered here. I remember that as a resi-
dent at a large teaching hospital my senior telling
me that if I had to use Chloramphenicol, a drug to
treat typhoid fever it would have to be from a well
known multinational despite the expense. I also
do not know of any doctor who will use a product
as an inducement in which he has no faith. Natu-
rally his practice depends on producing results
and he would not compromise on prescribing for
inducement.

Ido think that the fourth estate penalises doc-
tors and ruins the reputation by publishing such
stories that show the doctor in poor esteem for no
fault of their own. I see an article about a patient
developing a fatal drug reaction called Steven
Johnson’s Syndrome and the doctor being
squarely blamed for it. There is no way of really
knowing that a patient will suffer this when pre-
scribing a drug.

I received a very well balanced text from a col-
league who states that doctors are those profes-
sionals who give their services most to charity;
whether it is free outpatient, camps, or during nat-
ural disasters. He also in his text makes the point
that the government does little to remove middle
men in commission for grocery, fruit and vegeta-
bles an essential food service. Neither austerity
measures over enforced for governmental em-
ployees or ministers, many living in plush bunga-
lows

The penalties imposed by the councils are se-
vere: For example for largesse of Rs. 100,000 or so
for trips etc, one many stand to lose one’s license
for a year or so. While there can be no ambiguity
about the fact that people accepting such favours
for frivolous reasons should be curtailed, one
must draw the line between education activity
and pleasure activity, because the educational ac-
tivity benefits the citizens of the nation at large.

Doctor pharma nexus 
Doctors often prescribe staple medications in which they have faith. This is frequently 
misconstrued as a proof of their unethical allegiance to specific pharmaceutical companies 

No doctor would prescribe a product from a 
company they do not have complete faith in

» Time for a prisoners’ audit
This has reference to the news item
‘Sikhs demand release of Emergency
prisoners’, (AM, January 5). Mirror has
projected a very genuine issue of prison-
ers who have already completed their
prison terms but are still languishing in
the jails across the country. Emergency
prisoners are mostly political prisoners
who did not commit a crime. They ei-
ther might have participated in the ag-
itation to save themselves or their fam-
ily members. Though these prisoners are
now over 60 and are treated humanely
by the prison staff, it cannot make up for
the fact that they have been denied their
freedom for want of a review committee.
Prison term is awarded by the well
learned judges, according to the rule
book, to reform the accused. After serv-
ing their sentence, these prisoners are
on a par with any other free citizen. But
punishing them forever for a small
crime they might have committed is in-
human and amounts to human rights
violation. Most of these prisoners are se-
nior citizens suffering from age-related
health problems. Uniting them with
their near and dear ones in the last leg of
their life will be a noble gesture that any
democratic government can show 
towards its citizens. Considering all
these basic and genuine facts, 
authorities concerned should conduct
an immediate audit of the prisoners and
start releasing them. 

EK Damodaran, Motera

» English proficiency at IIT
It has been highlighted that 31 per cent
students of IIT-Gn failed in English pro-
ficiency test (AM, Jan 5). IITians general-
ly have outstanding brains, are known
for excellence in engineering and hence
focus on science subjects. English might
be mandatory in college, but lack of En-
glish language skills does not become an
impediment to their careers. Prima facie
MNCs generally select candidates on
merit of technicalities, English is a sec-
ondary requirement. Proficiency in En-
glish can be developed with regular
practice. Anyway, it is our education
and political standards that needs to be
improvised. It is our hard luck that illit-
erate MLAs/MPs represent constitu-
encies and lead India nationally and in-
ternationally. Some of them are in
policy-making positions where they
have the power to affect lakhs of 
students in the country. 

Ramesh Kumar Chauhan, Naranpura

» Overhaul traffic system
This refers to ‘Bus runs over woman on
Ashram Road, driver held’ (AM, Jan 4).
There is a sharp increase in road mishaps
in the city. Traffic jams, congestion,
road rage, fatal accidents have become
part of our life. The road space is finite
and we still follow 60-year-old designs
for our roads. The faulty infrastructure
planning (best example being the con-
struction of BRTS lane in Bopal-Ghuma
stretch without ensuring uniform road
width to cut down on bottlenecks on the
road) and the traffic scenario stand out
as unpleasant contrast to the image we
portray during summits like Vibrant
Gujarat. The administration has been
largely apathetic towards the issue. 

Kartikeya Mehta, Bopal
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